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Is it possible to control lightning? 
High-tech company TRUMPF worked with 

the University of Geneva in Switzerland. 
They made a laser-based lightning rod. 

With bursts of lasers fired from the top of 
Säntis mountain in the Alps, the team 

tests the rod. Can it change where 
lightning from a thundercloud strikes? 

They believe they can divert (move) 
lightning to hit in safe places that won’t 

harm people or property.
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Answers
on page 5

Can you solve these rebus puzzles? Write 
your answers in the spaces below. (A rebus is a 
puzzle in which you must guess a phrase or word from a 
combination of pictures, letters, numbers, or symbols.)

W

Na Fish
Na Fish

WoHnIcLeE
T
I
M
E

T
A
H
W

M
U
S
T

C
O
M
E

aain
bain
cain
dain
eain
fain
hain
iain

jain
kain
lain

main
nain
oain
qain
rain

sain
tain
uain
vain
wain
xain
yain
zain

a b   d e f g 
h i j k l m n 
o p q r s t u 
v w x y z

J O K E
J O K E J O K E

U

K

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

6.

9.

A

L

R E A D

DOZEN
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Russia attacked Ukraine last year. 
Workers in a hospital in Kherson, 
Ukraine, leapt into action. Their goal? 
Save the babies.

Invading Russians would send Ukrainian 
orphans away. Russian parents would 
raise the youngsters far from home. The 
children could be treated badly. 

 Hospital workers used every trick 
they knew. Doctors wrote false informa-
tion. They claimed kids were terribly sick 
so they wouldn’t be taken. (People trying 
to do good sometimes fi ght evil by 
deceiving the wicked. Read about the 
midwives in Exodus 1.) They sent children 
to live with distant relatives.

One nurse acted fast. She ran to the 
infant ward. There, she quickly adopted a 
10-month-old girl. She named her Kira.

Hansel Enmanuel was six when 
he and his friends were climbing a wall. 

Bricks and blocks toppled over. His left arm 
was pinned. Doctors had to remove his arm 
inches below his shoulder. 

Hansel was in the hospital for six months. 
He says, “I was thinking: ‘It’s over for me.’” 

But it was just the beginning. At age 
seven, he tied his shoes by himself. 

He tried playing basketball just months after the 
accident. His missing arm threw off his balance. He fell 
often. He has the scars on his legs to prove it. But he 
kept at it. 

Hansel averaged 25 points per game in his high 
school senior year. Videos of him dribbling and slam 
dunking went viral. 

Today, Mr. Enmanuel is 6-foot-6 and a freshman 
playing basketball at Northwestern State Univer-
sity in Louisiana. He says he owes his positive 
mental outlook to his relationship with God.

WORL DK ID S • M A R CH/A P RIL 20234

Hospital workers 
care for orphaned 

children in Kherson. 
The electricity is 

out due to Russian 
bombing.

Hansel 
practices 

dunks before 
an NCAA 

college 
basketball 

game.

More NEWS 
SHORTS online every day at 
kids.wng.org
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Operation Save 
the Babies

Slam Dunking with One Arm
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Hody Childress kept a secret for 
10 years. He fi nally had to 

spill the beans when he 
became too sick to 

leave home. 
 He told his 

daughter, “I’ve been 
giving a $100 bill to 
the drug store at the fi rst 
of the month.” He asked her to 
keep giving the gift.

Mr. Childress learned that sometimes people cannot 
afford the medicine they need. He gave money to help. 
“Do not tell a soul that money came from me,” he said. 

Many were able to get medicine through his gifts.
Mr. Childress grew up in Geraldine, Alabama. He 

worked on the family farm, served in the Air Force, and 
retired from an aerospace company. He read his Bible daily 

and prayed constantly. He died on New Year’s Day this year.
His daughter says, “I really feel like his mission was to be 

the hands and feet of the Lord. He wanted to be a servant. 
He wanted to serve the Lord and other people.”

Hody Childress kept a secret for 

daughter, “I’ve been 
giving a $100 bill to 
the drug store at the fi rst 
of the month.” He asked her to 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un takes his 
daughter Ju Ae to work with him. The two attend 
a photo session with a weapons scientist. They 
tour a missile (weapon) factory. 

North Korea’s state news media calls this 
daughter Kim’s “most beloved child.” 

Right now she’s only nine or 10 years old.
North Korea has a nickname. It is called “the 

hermit kingdom.” Like hermit crabs, leaders there 
don’t like it when outsiders come poking around. 
Many North Korean citizens struggle under a 

harsh government. But some do 
escape the hermit kingdom. 

They tell about living under Kim’s rule.
Kim has been a cruel leader. His father ruled the people before him, as did his father 

before him. By touring with his daughter, is Kim making plans to pass power down his 
family line again? Will she follow in her father’s footsteps?

PAGE 3 PUZZLE: 1) Walk around the block, 2) Half a dozen, 3) What goes up must come down, 4) No pain, no gain, 5) Tuna fish, 6) Read between the lines, 7) Once in a while, 8) 
Long time, no see 9) Jokes on you |QUIZZES: SCIENCE SOUP, p6-9: 1) b, 2) b, 3) c, 4) a |TIME MACHINE, p10-13: 1) a, 2) b, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers will vary by individual. Send us your 
most creative responses at WORLDkidseditor@wng.org. |CITIZEN SHIP, p14-17: 1) a, 2) b, 3) b, 4) a |TAKE APART SMART, p18-21: 1) c, 2) c, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers will vary but 
should include some of the following: cost of goods, location, supply, demand, fees, taxes, number of retailers, currency value. |CRITTER FILE, p22-25: 1) b, 2) b, 3) a, 4) b |
JET BALLOON, p26-29: 1) c, 2) d, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers may vary but could include that live bears are dangerous; it might not be good for the animals to be leashed in a parade; 
people have realized that the old beliefs were false superstitions. |PAGE 32 PUZZLE: Tulip=1, Bee=3, Strawberry=4, Snail=2, Ladybug=5, Chick=2, Umbrella=3, Rabbit=1

1) b, 2) b, 3) c, 4) a

1) a, 2) b, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers will vary by 
individual. Send us your most creative responses 
at WORLDkidseditor@wng.org.

1) a, 2) b, 3) b, 4) a

1) c, 2) c, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers will vary but should 
include some of the following: cost of goods, 
location, supply, demand, fees, taxes, number of 
retailers, currency value.

1) b, 2) b, 3) a, 4) b

1) c, 2) d, 3) b, 4) c, 5) Answers may vary but could 
include that live bears are dangerous; it might not 
be good for the animals to be leashed in a parade; 
people have realized that the old beliefs were 
false superstitions.
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A TV screen shows North Korean leader Kim Jong Un 
and his daughter during a program produced by the 
Korean Central News Agency (KCNA).

Mr. Childress asked his daughter 
to keep giving the gift.
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Next To Lead a Nation?

The Giving Life

hermit kingdom.” Like hermit crabs, leaders there 

Geraldine
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Anna DeVolld was gardening by age 10. One 
summer, she spotted four bees swarming on 

one of her sunfl owers. Why did the bees so 
enjoy the bloom? She started to research. 

And that research led to taking action 
to preserve the world’s much-needed 

pollinators.
Anna lives in a home where 

curious minds thrive. “My 
family taught me from a very 
young age to notice and 
appreciate . . . God’s creation.”

She learned bees move 
pollen around plants and 
from one to another. Animals 
like bees, butterfl ies, and 
hummingbirds are vital to 
plant life. Pollinators help 
75 percent of food crops and 
around 90 percent of fl ower-

ing plants make seeds. 
Her research also exposed 

some hard news. The world is los-
ing a LOT of its bees. Habitat loss 

and pesticides are at least partly to 
blame. According to Bee Informed, 

U.S. beekeepers lost about 40 percent of 
their hives between 2021 and 2022. 

Spring is springing! Gardeners 
thumb through seed catalogs. 
Visions of fl ower beds and fresh 
veggies dance in their heads. 

How can you get your garden 
started off right? You want to be 
sure pollinators will enjoy your 
plants!

First, check your plant 
hardiness zone before 
buying seeds. You can fi nd a 

hardiness zone map online. 

People who live in 
places with long winters 
like Minnesota (zone 3) wait 
until late April to plant cool 
weather plants like snap peas. 
Folks farther south in spots like 
Oklahoma (zone 7) can plant 
snap peas in mid-February. 

Plant most seeds about two 
weeks after the last winter frost. 
The ground needs to be warmer 
for many seeds to grow. Seeds 

that can’t handle cooler weather 
must be planted in late spring or 
early summer. 

Plan ahead to make a pollina-
tor paradise. Buy fl owers that 
bloom at different times. Then 
bees, hummingbirds, and butter-
fl ies have a year-round buffet. 

People who live in 
places with long winters 
like Minnesota (zone 3) wait 
until late April to plant cool 
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a hardiness 
zone map

of the things that developed my love of science in the first place!”Anna DeVolld grew up reading God’s WORLD News: “It was one

Anna DeVolld
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Anna had an idea. Why not 
start a program that teaches 
children how to care for pollina-
tors? Even though she was just a 
young teen, she founded P.O.P. 
(Promote Our Pollinators) in 2018. 

P.O.P. off ers Curriculum Kits 
for schoolteachers. An online 
class is also an option. “Plant-
and-Take” talks are shorter live 
lessons on why pollinator num-
bers are low and what to do to 
help. Anna off ers free six-pack 
pots with seedlings to plant. She 
has given away over 2,000 packs. 

Anna is now 17. She has 
received many awards and grants 
for her eff orts. She says young 
people often feel like they should 
wait until they’re older to serve in 
big ways. But children can do 
great things. “My advice is to fi nd 
something you’re passionate 
about, no matter how small, and 
see how you can use it to change 
the world. You’ll be amazed at 
what a diff erence you can make,” 
she says.

Make it easy for pollinators to spot 
fl oral treats. Select fl owers with bright 
colors like red, purple, orange, and yellow. 

Easy access to nectar and pollen help. Look 
for fl owers with wide openings. Think daisies and trumpet-shaped 
daffodils and lilies. 

Seek a range of fl oral scents. Butterfl ies savor sweet smells 
(like strawberry blooms, lavender, asters, and black-eyed Susans). 

Spicier plants (cilantro and dill) draw 
helpful beetles like ladybugs. 
Ladybugs eat aphids—and 
pollinate while they do! 

Consider planting evening 
primrose. It blooms as dark 

falls. Hawkmoths will thank you. 
They fl y and snack at night.
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what a diff erence you can make,” 
she says.

fl oral treats. Select fl owers with bright 
colors like red, purple, orange, and yellow. 

for fl owers with wide openings. Think daisies and trumpet-shaped 
daffodils and lilies. 
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(like strawberry blooms, lavender, asters, and black-eyed Susans). 
Spicier plants (cilantro and dill) draw 

helpful beetles like ladybugs. 

primrose. It blooms as dark 
falls. Hawkmoths will thank you. 
They fl y and snack at night.

(like strawberry blooms, lavender, asters, and black-eyed Susans). 

falls. Hawkmoths will thank you. 
They fl y and snack at night.

Anna teaches a 
"Plant-and-Take” 
lesson.

daffodils, a black-eyed Susan, and a 
primrose fl ower (from left to right)

Make it easy for pollinators to spot 
fl oral treats. Select fl owers with bright 
colors like red, purple, orange, and yellow. 

Easy access to nectar and pollen help. Look 

God uses children 

and adults to help in 

His creation. You 

can help in some 

way too!

God uses children 

Spicier plants (cilantro and dill) draw 

Thank God for providing sunlight, soil, rain, seeds, and pollinators for our good and His glory.

Thank God for 
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Is this a boneyard full of 
extinct animals? Or a place for a 
huge mommy reptile to have a 
baby?

It may be both. 
Scientists studied a fossil site 

in Nevada. They say the huge 
ichthyosaur (ICK-thee-uh-sore) 
may have used the place as a 
birthing ground. 

Ichthyosaurs became extinct 
long ago. Back in their day, 
though, they were a big deal . . . 
literally. Some grew to be bigger 
than a school bus! They swam 
underwater in the ocean and 
gobbled up prey using sharp 
teeth.

Once, water covered the 
Nevada fossil site. Now the spot 

sits in a dry, dusty landscape 
near an abandoned mining 
town. People dug up the ich-
thyosaur fossils in the 1950s. 
For years, paleontologists 
wondered: Why did all these 
ichthyosaurs die together in this 
one spot? Did some terrible 
disaster strike and kill them at 
the same time? 

Now researchers have a new 
idea. They describe it in a 
journal called Current Biology.

Nicholas Pyenson, one of the 
researchers, says, “This was a 
place where giant ichthyosaurs 
came to give birth.” 

Researchers identifi ed 
fossils from at least 37 ichthyo-
saurs scattered around the area. 

The bones were preserved in 
diff erent rock layers. This 
suggests the creatures could 
have died years apart rather 
than all at once.

They spotted some tiny 
bones too. These may have 
belonged to baby ichthyosaurs. 

What didn’t the researchers 
fi nd?

Juveniles, or kid-aged
ichthyosaurs. If a sudden 
calamity had wiped them out, 
every life stage should be 
included in the group. 

The researchers’ conclusion? 
The creatures traveled to the site 
in groups for protection as they 
gave birth. Whales and sharks 
behave the same way today.
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God created 
animals with 
instincts to 
migrate for 
mating, eating, 
and reproducing. 
The whole Earth 
is full of His glory 
and kindness.

Nevada fossil site. Now the spot saurs scattered around the area. 

Don't worry about 
the swimmer. 

Ichthyosaurs ate 
mostly squid and 

fi sh . . . mostly.

This is a 
section of an 
ichthyosaur 

jaw.

The skeleton of an 
ichthyosaur on 

display at a museum 
in Germany

Researchers study  ichthyosaur 
bones at the Nevada fossil site.

An illustration of 
adult and young 

ichthyosaurs
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1. pollinators
 a) animals that store  
 food in trees
 b) animals that move  
 plant pollen
 c) animals that spill  
 seeds so they can growAnswers

on page 5

SCIENCE SOUP

The ichthyosaur lived at the same time as the 
dinosaurs. It seems to have a dinosaur’s name. 
But is it a dinosaur? Nope.

“Ichthyosaur” means fish lizard. Ichthyosaurs 
were marine reptiles. (Those are reptiles that live 
in the water, not on land. A few mostly marine 
reptiles still exist today. Think crocodiles, water 
snakes, and sea turtles.) To count as a dinosaur, 
an animal must have lived on land. Ichthyosaurs 
probably never visited land at all.

These extinct creatures looked a lot like 
porpoises. They swam with large, paddle-shaped 
flippers and hunted with long jaws full of teeth. 
Their massive skeletons boast vertebrae the size 
of dinner plates and flipper bones as thick as 
boulders.

Researchers think ichthyosaurs could swim 
fast. Flippers steered them. Tails propelled them. 

They likely ate fish and other sea animals.
Did the ichthyosaurs also have instincts to 

migrate? Many of God’s creatures have this 
built-in urge to move around at certain times of 
life. Salmon know to swim upriver every year. 
They return to the place they hatched. Then they 
spawn there and leave another generation of fish 
to hatch in the same spot. Millions of wildebeest, 
zebras, and gazelles take a circular path through 
Africa every year to find grass to eat. Every 
spring, salamanders, frogs, and crabs slither, hop, 
and crawl across highways to reach water on the 
other side. There, they mate and lay eggs. 

The new ichthyosaur study doesn’t prove that 
ichthyosaurs traveled to the Nevada spot to give 
birth. But it may have unlocked a bit more of the 
mystery. 

All things were made through Him, and 
without Him was not any thing made that was 
made. — John 1:3

2. hardiness
 a) a plot of fertile  
 soil
 b) a measure of  
 ability to survive
 c) a measure of  
 bodily strength

3. calamity
 a) privilege
 b) development
 c) disaster

4. propelled
 a) pushed
 b) pulled
 c) halted

An illustration of 
adult and young 

ichthyosaurs
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Stroll around the CES 
tech show in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. Strap on some 
motor skates. Cuddle a 
pillow that “breathes.” Mix 
up a high-tech cake and 
change the color of your 
car. Which innovation 
will you like best?

The tech show (former-
ly known as the Consumer 
Electronics Show) displays 
the newest and wackiest 
ideas in tech. But the Bible 
tells us “there is nothing 
new under the Sun.” 
(Ecclesiastes 1:9) People 
have always had the same 
basic needs and many of 
the same wants. As years 
go by, they use their 
God-given creativity to 
satisfy those needs and 
wants in new ways.

These roller 
skates are 

over 100 
years old!
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ELECTRIC SKATES: Is this 
the most fun way to get to 

school? People zip around on 
remote-controlled, electric inline 
skates made by French startup 
company AtmosGear. The skates’ 
battery lasts for 20 miles. A waist 
bag holds the battery and cables 
connected to the skates.

As far as we know, John 
Joseph Merlin invented the 

fi rst roller skates back in the 
1760s. His, too, featured wheels in a 
single line. His were hard to control. 
Mr. Merlin whizzed through a party 
on his skates while playing a violin. 
He crashed and broke a huge mirror.

BACK 
THEN

NOW

A demonstration 
of AtmosGear’s 

skates at CES
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“BREATHING” PILLOW: This new 
robotic pillow helps users relax. 

The soft, fl uffy pillow gently 
expands and contracts. It vibrates as 
you hold it against your stomach. The 
big idea: You’ll breathe more slowly and 
deeply as your breath starts to sync 
with the movement of the pillow. 

Maybe you’ve read this part of the story of Jacob in the Bible: 
“He came to a certain place and stayed there that night, 
because the Sun had set. Taking one of the stones of the place, 
he put it under his head and lay down in that place to sleep.” 
(Genesis 28:11) So we know at least one ancient guy used a head 

rest for sleep—even if it was a hard one. Later in 
history, people used pillows made from cotton, 

feathers, straw, or reeds. Ancient Greeks 
lounged on pillows at mealtime. Would 

they have enjoyed the “breathing” pillow?
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SMART MIXER: This souped-up 
stand mixer weighs your ingredients 
in the bowl. It changes speed based 
on the texture of your batter. You 
can even tell it what to do. It 
 responds to commands so you don’t 
have to stop what you’re doing and 
wash your hands to work it. 

The really, really
 old- fashioned version of 

the mixer was a bowl, a 
spoon, and your arm. Then Willis 
Johnson came along in 1884. He 
invented the mechanical egg beater. 
Mr. Johnson’s beater had two 
containers: one for eggs, one for 
batter. What would Mr. Johnson 
think of the Smart Mixer?

COLOR-CHANGING CAR: BMW showcases a new car called 
i Vision Dee. “Dee” stands for Digital Emotional Experience. 
This electric car talks. It has artifi cial intelligence. (These 
“smarts” come from computer programs.) Dee’s makers say it 
can act excited when it sees you and can express its mood 
using screens on the front grille. E-Ink panels cover the car. 
These allow the car to change color. You can have a purple car 
one day and a checkerboard pattern the next!

Henry Ford founded the Ford Motor Company. In 1914, 
his assembly line shrunk the time to build one car from 
over 12 hours to 90 minutes! 
Painters decorated these cars 
with the cheapest color: black. 
The line didn’t have to stop 

 moving to switch colors. 
Mr. Ford famously said, 
“Any color the customer 
wants, as long as it’s 
black.”

BACK 
THEN

BACK THEN

NOW

NOW

 “There is nothing new under 
the Sun.” But people can 
use their God-given cre-
ativity to meet old needs 
and wants in new ways.

they have enjoyed the “breathing” pillow?

COLOR-CHANGING CAR: BMW showcases a new car called 

BACK THEN

NOW

BACK THEN

The Ford 
assembly 
line in 1923
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It’s just another workday at a quarry in Kent, 
England. Workers dig for gravel and sand to make 
concrete. Thump! Tools smack into a 400-year-old 
ship hidden underground.

Workers at the CEMEX quarry stumbled upon 
a ship from way back when Queen Elizabeth I 
reigned in England. (That was from 1558 to 1603.) 
Few ships from that time remain. The reason is 
simple: Wood rots. Air and water wear it away. A 
massive ship can disappear in as little as a 
decade!

So . . . why does this ship still exist? And why 
does it exist here, buried underground instead of 
at the bottom of the ocean?

Today, the quarry (pit for mining stone) sits 
1,000 feet from the sea. But in Queen Elizabeth’s 
time, this spot likely stood right on the water. 
The unearthed ship may have shipwrecked on 
shore. Or perhaps its owners abandoned it on the 
sand. Over time, the coastline shifted farther out 
to sea. Sediment piled up. All that muck and dirt 
kept the ship’s hull in shape all these years. The 
grand old boat didn’t spend centuries getting 

splashed by water and blown by wind. It hung out 
under the dirt, well protected.

Archaeologists can use this discovery to study 
the history of the land itself. Where exactly did 
the coastline fall during the Elizabethan era? 
What shores did ships visit?

They scan every small detail of the ship’s hull 
with a laser . . . and then they will bury it again.

Why?
Someday, archaeologists may have better tools 

than we have now. When that day comes, they 
can dig the old boat back up and learn even more. 
But for now, it will be best preserved beneath the 
ground, like it has been for centuries.

Archaeologists 
carefully examine the 
remains of the ship.
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History 
is God’s story, 

and He gives us 
the tools to 
discover it.

WHY?
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Could the underground ship found in Kent 
really belong to this important time in history? 
Yes indeed. Archaeologists proved it. They 
found the ship’s age by counting tree rings 
in the wood. They studied the way the ship 
was made. It has a frame-built hull. That 
was a new invention in the 16th century. 
Similar ships carried colonists to America.

God gave humans a great ability to learn 
from nature. Through things like tree rings 
and sediment, we can discover stories of the 
past. And as we learn history, we’re learning the 
story God is telling with the world.

Queen Elizabeth the First ruled England between 1558 and 1603. 
 Historians call that time the Elizabethan era. 

Back in those days, ships were a really big deal. They allowed Brits to 
trade goods along the English Channel. (The English Channel is part of the 
Atlantic Ocean. It separates England from France.) Ships also made 
 exploration possible. In ships, Brits could travel to new parts of the world. 

They could literally start putting places on the map—all because of boats.
Queen Elizabeth’s navy also defended England from enemies. Spain began 

gathering warships in 1586. The goal? Invade England. The Spanish built new 
warships. They supplied old ones with more weapons. The fl eet was called the 

Spanish Armada. Twenty-nine-thousand men crewed 130 ships. 
Was this too much for Queen Elizabeth’s Royal Navy? 
As they say in Great Britain, “Not a bit!” The Navy wiped out the Armada 

in 1588. The defeat showed the rest of the world how strong Great Britain 
had become.
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This engraving illustrates the defeat of the Spanish Armanda in 1588.

An archaeologist 
scans the ship’s hull with a laser.

England

English
Channel France

Spain

1. The new, robotic pillow 
copies human _______ . 
 a) breathing
 b) heartbeat
 c) swallowing
 d) snoring

2. Henry Ford _______ . 
a) designed the i Vision Dee

 b) used an assembly 
 line to make cars
 c) invented the egg beater
 d) patented the fi rst 
 roller skate

3. _______ protected the ship 
in the British quarry from 
weather.
 a) A museum
 b) Dirt
 c) Ocean water
 d) Sunlight

4. The Royal Navy defeated 
_______ . 
 a) the Mayfl ower
 b) Blackbeard’s ship
 c) the Spanish Armada
 d) the Niña, Pinta, 
 and Santa Maria

5. Consider the inventions 
from the CES show. Which is 
your favorite? Explain why 
and what you would do with it.

A
nsw

ers
on page 5
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Many educated women fl ed Afghanistan after 
the Taliban took over. That was in August 2021, and 
it left the country poor—not just in money, but in 
ability and gifting. Many of the absent women have 
knowledge that helps a country run well.

“They have been targeting women from the 
beginning,” an Afghan woman says of the Taliban. 
(Her name is kept secret for her safety.) “Why are 
they making enemies of women? Don’t they have 
wives, sisters, and mothers?”

Do you remember these words from Genesis? 
“So God created man in His own image; in the 
image of God He created him; male and female 
He created them.” (Genesis 1:27) Both men and 

women show the world the image of their Father 

An Afghan woman leaves 
an underground school, 

in Kabul, Afghanistan.
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An Afghan woman 
walks through a 
market as a Taliban 
fi ghter stands 
guard in Kabul, 
Afghanistan.
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Leaders in Afghanistan make laws: Girls 
can’t go to middle school, high school, or 
college. In public, they must wear coverings 
from head to toe. Women aren’t allowed in 
parks, gyms, and some other public spaces. 
At first, women couldn’t work alongside 
men. Now they can’t hold non-government 
jobs at all.

A group called the Taliban controls 
Afghanistan. It enforces a strict type of 
Islamic law called Sharia.

What happens when women can’t do 
their work? 

Things fall apart.
Afghanistan is already deeply troubled. 

People live in fear. When the Taliban took 
power in 2021, many hoped to escape the 
country but could not. 

Groups from around the world send help. 
They supply Afghans with jobs giving assis-
tance to others. Many of these job-holders are 
women. When these women can’t use their 
gifts to bless others, everyone pays the price. 
Many are left without food, medicine, and 

school. So some foreign organizations stop 
sending help to Afghanistan. This sends a 
message: We won’t help if you won’t let 
women help too!

Still, women in some local organizations 
try to keep the good work going. They labor in 
secret. They pay staff with donated money for 
as long as it lasts.

One worker helps women start businesses 
and get an education. She wanted to go to the 
office one last time to collect her laptop. But 
her director warned her: Don’t try it. Armed 
Taliban were standing outside the building.

But she is determined to continue helping 
others, even though she now works from 
home.

“It is my responsibility to take the hand of 
women and girls and provide services for 
them,” she says. “I will 
work until the end of my 
life. This is why I am 
not leaving Afghan-
istan. If we fail, all 
women fail.”
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God. He made them to 
bless each other and 
tend His world together. 
Some are creative. Some 
are wise. Some know exactly 
how to help the needy. Some know 
how to build or fix things. All are deeply loved and 
valued by their Maker. It is evil to act as if some 
people have no value. It goes against God’s heart.

If women cannot help in Afghanistan, things will 
get worse. Thousands of people could die. Pray for 
the people of Afghanistan. Pray women will be able 
to do the work God made them to do. Pray that lives 
will be saved. Pray that God will bring good out of 

evil, and that wicked rulers 
will come to know Jesus.

But if we walk in 
the light, as He is in 

the light, we have 
fellowship with 
one another.  
— 1 John 1:7

All people are made in God’s  
image, and He has a purpose  
for every one of us. When we  

value each person, people can  
live together well and even thrive.
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Afghanistan
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When she was 15 years old, Becky had to 
move all the way from Puerto Rico to the United 
States. Her dad was a missionary. He took his 
family to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to start a 
Hispanic church. 

“Yep,” Becky says now. “I’m a PK, a pastor’s 
kid.” The move to Pennsylvania meant saying 
goodbye to family. “I left my cousin, who was my 
best friend. Since phone calls cost money, I 
began to write letters to her.” 

Fast forward a few decades to 2009. Becky was 
now Mrs. DePra (dih-PRAY). She had grown up 

and was raising her family in Hornell, New York. 
She still loved her relatives back in Puerto Rico. 
She still enjoyed letter writing. Mrs. DePra also 
knew the U.S. Postal Service was in trouble. It 
needed money. She asked God how she could help. 

Mrs. DePra got an idea: Write a letter today. 
She asked God, “You want me to write a letter? 

NOW? How is that going to help?” 
But the thought kept coming back, and WALT 

Day was born. (WALT stands for Write A Letter 
Today.)

WALT Day works like this: Mrs. DePra chooses 
a person who needs encouragement, often 
someone serving in the U.S. military. Sometimes 
that person is a friend. Sometimes it’s a stranger. 

She inspires others to help her write. People 
with big, important jobs write letters. 

Everyday folks write letters. Four-year-
olds write . . . and so do 80-year-olds! 

People with special needs write 
letters—sometimes with help. 

Mrs. DePra collects the letters in 
a big envelope and sends them.

Those little letters do big 
work. One returning soldier 
pulls a WALT Day letter 
from his pocket. He says it 
sustained him during a 
very hard time.
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very hard time.

Letters have power, 
even in modern times. 
We still read Bible 
letters written about 
2,000 years ago!

These kids help 
Mrs. DePra write letters. 
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Sergeant Vimaliz Rivera served in the U.S. military. 
WALT Day writers didn’t know her, but they sent her 

letters. Like Mrs. DePra, her family came from Puerto 
Rico. Mrs. DePra and Sergeant Rivera became pen pals. 

Sergeant Rivera 
even stayed 
with Mrs. DePra 
when she came 
to New York for 
an award 
ceremony. 
“What a won-
derful time we 
had with her,” 
Mrs. DePra says. 
“Lots of laughter 
and deep talks.”

The Bible says good news from a far 
country is “like cold water to a thirsty soul.” 
(Proverbs 25:25) Mrs. DePra would agree. 
She says the best part of WALT Day is 
getting letters in return.

She has been doing WALT Day for 13 
years. Her WALT Day group has composed
over 5,000 handwritten letters. “I don’t care 
to have glory,” she says. She cares that 
letter-writing not become a lost art. She 
hopes especially that kids will see the importance and 
power of writing letters.

Did you know that 21 of the New Testament’s books 
are letters? Some of these letters, also called epistles, 
are to individuals. Others are to churches. Paul wrote 
most of the letters. Together, the letters give the best 

news ever. They also answer major 
questions: Can a person 

become right with God? How? 
How should Christians live? 
What does Jesus’ 
 resurrection mean?

“As a Christian, I am in 
awe that we are still reading 
letters written [about] 2,000 
years ago!” says Mrs. DePra. 

“How cool is that?”
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Answers
on page 5

1. enforce
 a) carry out
 b) carry off
 c) fi nish up

2. absent
 a) unclear
 b) missing
 c) unwanted

3. sustained 
 a) cleaned
 b) strengthened
 c) refused

4. composed
 a) written
 b) sent
 c) destroyed

CITIZEN SHIP
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How can you start your own 
WALT Day? Do what Mrs. DePra did!

Get a pen, paper, and envelopes. 
Even a $1.00 packet of blank notes 
will work.

Find someone who needs 
encouragement. Get his or her 
address.

Write a letter . . . today. Ask your 
friends and family to write too.A section of a copy of Paul’s 

epistle to the Ephesians is from 
sometime between the years 

A.D. 150 and 250.

The Apostle 
Paul wrote 
to churches 
while he was 
in prison.
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There’s another reason that products, like 
LEGOs, have different prices around the world. 

Currency is the type of money used in a coun-
try. The United States’ currency is dollars. Many 
European countries use Euros. Kenyans use 
Kenyan shillings.

Not all currency is worth the same. When 
people change their money from one currency 
to another, that can also change prices.

Kuwait’s currency is the dinar. It is the most 

valued in the world. One 
dinar can buy the same 
amount as $3.25 in U.S. 
dollars. The Argentinian 
peso is worth much less. 
Right now, one U.S. dollar could 
get you about 182 Argentinian pesos! 

LEGO customers in Argentina pay more because 
their money is worth less. And the cost of goods is 
higher. LEGO sets in Argentina come from other 
countries. Sellers have to deliver the toys across 
borders. They have extra costs for delivery, taxes, 
and other fees. 

You walk into a store. You want to buy a fancy 
LEGO set. Maybe you want the NINJAGO® City 
Gardens or the Disney Castle. How much will it 
cost? That depends on where you are in the world. 

If you live in Belgium, the average LEGO set costs 
about $269, according to a report from The Toy 
Zone. In the United States, it runs about $349. But in 
Argentina, prepare to spend a whopping $2,270. 

Why does this happen? 
There are a few diff erent reasons. Those are cost 

of goods, market demand and supply, currency 
value, and taxes. All those vary from one nation to 
another.

Cost of goods is a term for the amount of money 
a company (like a toymaker, factory, or farmer) must 
put in to create a product. That amount depends on 
where the company is located. Some businesses 
have easy access to materials, ingredients, and 
packaging. In some places, it is cheaper to hire 
workers. Tools and power to run machines might be 
easier to get. But others must pay more to produce 
and deliver the same goods.

Sometimes prices increase because of market 
demand. Demand is a measure of how popular 
something is among consumers. Say you and four 
friends all want the same LEGO set. But the nearest 
store has only one on the shelf. That’s a low supply. 
The company may raise the price to keep from 
selling out its supply too quickly. Scarcity (lack of 
supply) could make the price increase.
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A Kuwaiti coin

Businesses around the 
world must figure out 

the costs of making and 
delivering goods. That infor-

mation helps companies 
buy and sell and meet 

people’s wants and 
needs.
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It’s not so hard to get LEGOs in Denmark. That’s 
where the LEGO company started. Brick-building 
fans there don’t pay extra for transport costs. The 
toys are already in the country. In Denmark, that 
average set costs about $287. 

LEGOs used to be cheaper in the United States 
than anywhere else. But the LEGO company says 
that more and more people in the United States 
want to buy sets. That raises the price. 

LEGOs are still cheaper in the United States 
than in much of Europe and Asia. That’s because 
there are more sellers in America than in Europe. 
Lots of Americans want to buy LEGOs. But it’s 
easier to deliver those orders.
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Sweden hit a jackpot! It’s not a pot of gold. It’s 
a trove of rare earth minerals!

Sweden’s iron ore mining company LKAB 
announced it had found “signifi cant deposits” of 
rare earth elements. The company mines iron ore 
at Kiruna. That’s about 600 miles north of 
Stockholm. Kiruna lies north of the Artic Circle. 
Brrrr!

What are rare earths anyway?
Rare earth minerals are any of 17 metallic 

elements found in Earth’s crust. They have 
odd-sounding scientifi c names like cerium, 
samarium, and europium. They aren’t really rare. 
These minerals are scattered all over the world. 
But it’s unusual to fi nd a lot of them concentrated 
(gathered) in one area. 

Representatives for LKAB say there are more 
than a million tons of rare earths in the deposit 
they found. That makes it the largest of its kind 
in Europe. It was discovered near the world’s 
largest underground iron ore mine. What a 
resource-rich area God created there!

A mine shaft 
at the LKAB mine 
in Kiruna, Sweden

A chunk of 
erbium, a 
rare earth 
mineral 
used to 
make 
lasers and 
fi ber optic 
cables
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Swedish official Ebba Busch called Sweden 
“a gold mine” after the discovery. How exciting! 

Christians know that every good and perfect 
gift is from above. (James 1:17) Rare earth 
minerals are among those good things. God 
gives us the resources we need to live, learn, 
create, serve, and teach. Rare earth materials 
aid in a lot of that. 

Having access to rare earths helps Sweden 
and nearby countries invent and develop new 
technology without depending on 
other countries. That’s a good 
thing! Sweden—and most of the 
world—relies on China for almost 
all its rare earth materials. The 
new find will help reduce their 
need to import. 

Sweden must wait before it can 
get those resources to market. 
Workers need permits to open 
new mining operations first. After 
that, the elements can be drawn 
up from the earth and put to use!

Rare earths are valuable. They play a part in the 
lives of almost everyone on the planet. If you know 
where to look, you can find rare earths in computer 
hard drives, elevators, and even trains. That’s 
because they are good conductors. (Wink!) They’re 
especially important for green energy machinery. Big 
wind turbines and electric car engines need them. 

Finding these rare earth deposits helps the 
European Union (EU). The EU gets almost 98 
percent of its rare earth minerals from China. 
Almost none of the minerals are mined in Europe. 
But that may change now!

The EU’s economy (the way people spend and 
make money) is growing. That means the people 
there need more energy and technology. Both of 
those needs mean more demand for rare earth 
minerals.

Internal market expert Thierry Breton says that 
the growth will only happen if supply chains for 
needed materials work well. China controls most of 
the known rare earths. That means that China also 
controls prices. And those prices keep going up. 

Having another source of rare earths in 
Europe will help stabilize the supply 
chain. It also gives Sweden a say in 
laws, plans, and international deals 
related to rare earths (the politics 
around the resources). 

The rare earth deposit discovery 
could help a lot of people. There is still 
much to be done before the rare earths 
can be mined and put to use in new 
electric cars or the elevator in your 
apartment building. But who knows? 
Some could end up in the tech you use!

1. Market demand refers to _______.
 a) laws a seller must follow 
 b) how many stores are in a city
 c) how popular a product is with  
 customers 
 d) how many products are on a shelf

2. Which is not a type 
of currency?
 a) U.S. dollar
 b) Euro
 c) LEGO set
 d) Argentinian peso

3. What was 
discovered in 
northern 
Sweden? 
 a) new animals
 b) rare earth  
 materials
 c) new plants
 d) old roads

4. What are rare 
earths used in?
 a) fancy food dishes
 b) cleaning supplies
 c) many tech  
 devices and  
 machines
 d) making clothes5. Name at least three things that may cause the price of a 

product to change from one place to another.Answers
on page 5

Tellurium was used to make the tires on your car.
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WHY? Rare earth 
minerals are a gift from 
God that people use 
every day around the 
world. It’s a blessing to 
discover a new source 
for these resources.
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Organs 
are packed 

together 
during sleep.

Do you 
see the 

red blood 
circulating?

AWAKE

ASLEEPASLEEP

Scientists already knew that glass frogs appear 
see-through. Now they know this too: The amphib-
ians can turn their “see-throughness” on and off.

Now you see them. Now you don’t.
Glass frogs live in South and Central America. 

Just try to spot these nocturnal frogs in the 
daytime. They hang underneath tree leaves, fast 
asleep. God designed them so that their light-
weight, transparent bodies don’t even cast shad-
ows. Birds and other predators passing overhead 
or underneath don’t notice them. They look right 
through them!

At night, the frogs wake up. They are no longer 
so see-through. A reddish-brown color comes back 
to their bodies. They hop around searching for 
insects and mates. 

“When they’re transparent, it’s for their safety,” 
says Junjie Yao, a scientist who studies the frogs. 

When awake, the frogs can evade predators. But 
when they’re sleeping and most vulnerable, their 
see-through skin keeps them hidden.

But here’s the question: How do they do it? The 
frogs’ skin is transparent. Their blood isn’t. This 
blood circulating through their bodies would give 
them away. Researchers discover part of the 
secret: While asleep, the frogs “hide” nearly 90 per-
cent of their red blood cells in their livers. The frogs 
also pack together most of their internal organs.

Blood carries oxygen to the rest of the body. No 
circulation for several hours would kill most 
animals. Yet somehow, the frogs survive. Again: 
How? That remains a mystery.

Scientists watch to see what these creatures 
might teach us. 

If you lie down, you will not be afraid; when you 
lie down, your sleep will be sweet. — Proverbs 3:24
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WHY?
God provides 

even His smallest 
creatures with remarkable 

traits, like camouflage to protect 
from predators.
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Predators passing overhead won’t notice this frog.
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Underside

This sleeping female 
has a cluster of eggs to 

deposit on a leaf.
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Glass frogs are one of only a few 
animals that are transparent on 
land. (Another is the dazzling 
glasswing butterfl y.) Why is that?

It turns out being clear isn’t 
always an asset. Light refracts

when it enters a transparent 
surface at an angle. Think of sunshine 

on a glass window. If you stand at a 
certain angle, you’ll see a bright glare. 

No animal wants to sparkle or create glare. That 
would give its location away to predators. God gives 
land animals other crafty ways to hide. 

Jaguars in Brazil blend in perfectly against the 
backdrop of dappled sunlight, tall grasses, and vines. 
Vietnamese mossy frogs merge into their evergreen 
rainforest home. A thick coat of white fur conceals 
Arctic hares in snow. 

Most transparent animals live in the ocean. 
Water doesn’t strongly refract light. A piece of glass 
underwater is hard to see. Water prevents the glare.

Sea walnuts are clear jellyfi sh that are just three 
to fi ve inches long. Good news! They never sting in 
self defense. That’s partly because they can easily 
hide from animals of prey.

The glass squid lives in slightly sunlit waters. 
Many of these squid have light organs under their 
eyes that hide their body shadows. Animals looking 
up for a tasty snack miss the shadows and see light 
shining out the squid’s sides. Predators move on in 
search of other morsels. 

Crocodile icefi sh live around Antarctica. 
They are the only known vertebrates with no 
hemoglobin in their blood. Both their bodies 
and blood are colorless. That makes it 
easy for them to ambush their prey.

The pencil 
looks broken 
because of 
refraction.
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The squid appears 
to be closer to the 

surface than it 
actually is because 

of refraction.

Icefi sh have colorless bodies.

Animal bodies are mostly 
made up of water. Light 

traveling through the sea 
does not change speed when 

it enters a transparent 
creature’s body. That’s why 

they are hard to see!

Apparent 
position

Actual 
position

It’s hard for 
krill to see the 

icefi sh.

Sea walnuts can 
easily hide.

Arctic 
hare

A jaguar blends in.

Crocodile icefi sh live around Antarctica. 
They are the only known vertebrates with no 
hemoglobin in their blood. Both their bodies 

When light slows 
down, it bends or 

refracts.

Light changes speed when it passes through 
different materials, like air and water.

REFRACTION
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These bald eagles ate something bad.
People found the birds beside a landfi ll near 

Minneapolis, Minnesota. The birds lay facedown 
in snow. They didn’t move. 

Quick! Time for a bird rescue!

People rushed to help. Eleven eagles went to 
the intensive care unit (ICU) at the University of 
Minnesota Raptor Center.

Workers at the Raptor Center investigated. 
What could have happened to the birds? A 
little detective work revealed the answer. 

Someone dumped euthanized animals at the 

landfi ll. The bald eagles probably ate parts of 
their carcasses.

To euthanize means to put an animal to death 
humanely. (People also call this “putting an 
animal down.”) That can be an act of kindness. 
It’s kind when an animal is suff ering. It’s kind 
when an animal becomes too dangerous to 
people. But guess what’s not kind? Pitching 
euthanized animals into the landfi ll. 

Rules say euthanized critters must be dis-
posed of in a way that keeps other animals from 
scavenging them. Raptor Center workers think 
the dead animals had been euthanized using a 
drug called pentobarbital. That drug helps 
animals die peacefully. But it doesn’t help the 
animals that might eat what’s left of them.

Three of the majestic eagles 
have died. The Center’s 
executive director, 
Victoria Hall, thinks 
the other birds will 
recover.

Many want to 
help the eagles in 
the ICU. They give 
money to share the 
cost of their care.

A poisoned bald eagle 
recovers at the University of 

Minnesota Raptor Center.
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The weak eagles are 
in critical condition.

have sharp 

 God wants 
us to work with 

excellence—
even if we’re 

just taking out 
the garbage.
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1. evade 
 a) outsmart
 b) dodge
 c) attack

2. refracts
 a) boils 
 b) bends
 c) disobeys

3. carcasses
 a) dead bodies
 b) chemicals
 c) poisons

4. swiftly
 a) softly 
 b) quickly
 c) quietly

God made raptors—
birds of prey. Their 

sharp eyes (which see 
about eight times farther 

than yours!) spot food below. The birds’ sturdy 
wings carry them swiftly to the ground. Strong 
claws on their feet grasp their next meal. Hooked 
beaks tear meat into little bites, no cooking 
required. The Bible tells us, “Whatever your hand 
fi nds to do, do it with your might.” (Ecclesiastes 
9:10) Whatever their eyes, wings, claws, and 
beaks fi nd to do, eagles do with all their might!

And this work pays off. Raptors such as 
eagles keep their parts of the world in balance. 
Bald eagles eat fi sh, rodents, birds, snakes, and 
rabbits. They also clean up dead animals—likely 
what they were doing in Minnesota when they got 
bellies full of poison. 

If raptors disappeared, prey populations would 
get out of control. Those smaller, weaker animals 

would gobble up all the plants they rely on for food 
until none remained. Wouldn’t you rather have 
eagles, mice, and grass rather than no eagles, no 
grass, and tons of mice?

Bald eagles also tell us something. They don’t 
speak with voices but with their behavior. Are more 
growing sick? This may show that their prey has 
more contamination than usual. If their prey has 
eaten or drunk polluted food, other creatures will be 
affected too eventually—humans included.

When people don’t do their jobs with all their 
might, it affects God’s creation. Even jobs such as 
taking out the garbage can be done in a right or 
wrong way. When someone didn’t dispose of animal 
bodies properly, other animals suffered. 

But vets and eagle rescuers snapped into action. 
Rescuers found the injured birds. Vets used their 
minds and quick hands to treat the birds right away.

What happens to trash in the place you live? 
What laws govern waste disposal?
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Young bald eagles 
have dark bills and 
a mix of brown and 

white feathers.
Bald eagles develop their 

yellow bills and white head 
and tail feathers after 

about four years.

Eagles help clean up 
dead animals.

Raptors 
have sharp 

talons!

1. evade 
 a) outsmart
 b) dodge
 c) attack

2. refracts
 a) boils 
 b) bends
 c) disobeys

3. carcasses
 a) dead bodies
 b) chemicals
 c) poisons

4. swiftly
 a) softly 
 b) quickly
 c) quietly
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Only half of students in Kenya who 
fi nish primary school go on to complete 

high school. That number is even less for 
girls than for boys. Students who go to high 
school get jobs more easily. They are able to help 
their families and neighbors. 

Uhuru Academy is a boarding school for girls 
in Limuru, Kenya. Students rise at 5:00 a.m. They 
clean the school. Then they enjoy Bible teaching 
and classes from 7:00 to 4:00 p.m. 

Before the academy began, a ministry called 
Uhuru Child gave school scholarships to girls 
living in a camp. Families fl ed to the camp to 
escape tribal warfare.  

Uhuru Child later became Freedom Global. 
Staff  members realized after a few years that they 
should start a high school. They mapped out an 
education for girls that included Bible training. 
In 2013, Uhuru Academy opened its doors. 

Catherine Mitchell is the Director of Disciple-
ship and Education at Uhuru. She says, “Many of 
our students come from poor backgrounds. But 
they do not allow that to hold them back.” 

Uhuru Academy 
reaches out to people 
groups who don’t know 
Jesus. They off er 
scholarships to families 
that have little money. 

There are 42 tribes 
in Kenya. Each tribe has 
its own language and 
culture. Many Uhuru 
students speak at least 
three languages!

Julie Garber is on 
the Board of Directors. 
“The favor of the boy 
child is still very real in 
Kenya. If a family has to 
choose to fund educa-
tion, the boy is fi rst.” 
She notes that girls in 
school have the chance to break the chain 
of poverty in a family. And Bible training 
breaks the chain of spiritual poverty.

There are 
42 tribes 
in Kenya.

An ornate 
gate marks 

the school’s 
entrance.
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Uhuru Academy will 
love Jesus and follow 
Him all their lives.
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Faith Kerubo Lumumba comes from a big, beautiful 
family. She is one of eight children. But that’s not all. Faith 
thinks of her school teachers and friends as family too. 

Faith became a student at Uhuru Academy when 
she was 15. In the mornings, she heard other students 
singing worship songs in prayer time. Something urged 
her to join them. 

Faith fi rst heard about Jesus in primary school. She 
learned even more in Uhuru’s prayer meetings, chapels, 
and discipleship classes. Staff began mentoring Faith. At 
age 16, she confessed Christ as her Savior.  

Uhuru Academy covers subjects like math, English, 
science, history, and geography. It also instructs students 
about living life for Jesus. 

How should students tackle the hard issues they face 
at school and at home? How should students work 

through their feelings and relate to others? Staff at 
Uhuru coached Faith and her peers.  

Faith says a big lesson she learned is that she 
thrives when she is discipled and held account-
able. Believers need others to encourage them in 
their journey. Other Christians help Faith stay 
close to God. They study scripture, pray, and 
attend church with her.  

Faith is now 18. She hopes to attend college 
later this year. She was able to assist in teaching 
while at Uhuru and found her calling. Faith wants 
to teach high school history and English. 

In her spare time, Faith listens to gospel music, 
reads, spends time with friends, and has Bible study 

with her family. She is eager to serve as she has been 
served. She says, “If young people want someone to 

talk to, I’m here for them.”

The academy 
covers subjects 
like geography.

Students sing 
worship songs in 

the mornings.

Faith Kerubo  
Lumumba 

aspires to teach 
high school.
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love Jesus and follow 

for Faith and others 
like her to stay rooted 
in Christ and to 
always trust 
in God.
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Children all over the 
world need a solid 
education and the 
good news of Jesus 
Christ. Knowing Him 
transforms the way 
we live and serve.
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Bears dance down the streets in Romania. 
It’s not quite a parade of teddy bears. These 
“bears” are actually people dressed in skins. 

The dancing bears festival takes place every 
December. Visitors come from as far away as 
Japan. They see rows and rows of jaws and claws. 
Giant, red pom-poms decorate the furs. They 
look a little like a marching band.

Some of the bears jokingly growl or pretend to 
attack onlookers. More festival-goers wear 
glittering drummers’ costumes or old military 
outfi ts. Visitors join the fun.

Locals say that the custom dates back thou-
sands of years. People then believed that wild 
animals guarded them from bad luck or danger. 

The nomadic Romani people brought real 
dancing bears on leashes to villages. They 
thought the bears brought promise of “good 
fortune” and a happy new year. Later, people 

donned bear fur themselves. In modern times, 
the custom lives on as a festival. It draws crowds 
of tourists.

Christians know that only God protects us 
from evil. Bears don't. Superstitions and luck 
have no power. Only God is in charge of what 
happens. Proverbs 16:33 reminds us, “The lot is 
cast into the lap, but its every decision is from 
the Lord.” 

Symbols of brown bears show up all over in 
Romania’s traditions and culture. Real bears 
often can be spotted by mountain roads and in 
forests. Romania is home to about half of all of 
Europe’s brown bears.

Wearing a full-sized brown bear fur isn’t easy. 
With both the head and claws, the fur could 
weigh up to 110 pounds. And costumes can cost 
more than $2,000! But even children don the 
bear attire.

Young people  wearing 
bear costumes pause 

during a parade.
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Learning about other cultures helps us 
understand how other people live, act, 
and see the world. That knowledge can 
help us show compassion and spread 
the good news.

Bear crossing!
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Learning about other cultures helps us 
understand how other people live, act, 
and see the world. That knowledge can 
help us show compassion and spread 
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Want to take a trip to 
Romania? First, let’s 

learn a bit about the country. 
Romania is on Europe’s Balkan peninsula. 

Montenegro, Kosovo, North Macedonia, and 
Serbia are other countries in the Balkans.

Can you guess what language most Romanians 
speak? That’s right—Romanian. It is a Romance 
language. That doesn’t have to do with mushy, 
gushy love. French, Spanish, and Italian are also 
part of the Romance family. They all come from 
Latin, which the Romans spoke.

Romanians say they are descended from Dacians 
and Romans. The Dacians lived in what is now part of
Romania. The Romans conquered them in A.D. 106.

Romania’s population has shrunk in the last few 
decades. Fewer couples have babies. People can’t 
always get good healthcare. And many Romanians 
leave to look for better jobs.

Most Romanians were farmers until after World 
War II. Farmers still grow lots of corn, 

wheat, and sunfl owers. But now 
there are many factories and 

mines too. The country 
exports cars, electronics, 
and chemicals. 

It’s time for a snack, 
Romanian style. Chow 
down on stuffed cabbage 
rolls called sarmale 

(SAR-mall-eh). Fermented 
leaves are stuffed with a 

fi lling usually made of pork, 

rice, and vegetables. For dessert, taste 
plăcintă (pluh-CHEEN-ta). This thin pastry is 
usually fi lled with apples or soft cheese.

Want to have some fun? You 
can ski or explore caves in the 
Carpathian Mountains. Mamaia 
and Vama Veche are two 
popular beaches on the Black 
Sea. Visit the old Bran Castle or 
the medieval town of Sighişoara
(sih-gee-SCHWAR-ah).

1. Why did Freedom Global start 
Uhuru Academy? 
 a) It wanted to offer boys and 
 girls a classical education. 
 b) It wanted to offer a great 
 school with better sports 
 equipment.
 c) It wanted to offer a solid 
 school program with Bible 
 training for girls. 
 d) It wanted to offer elemen-
 tary kids a fun place to learn. 

2. What is a big lesson Faith 
learned while at Uhuru Academy?
 a) She learned the skills 
 needed for theater and dance. 
 b) She learned how to cook a 
 fi ve-course meal. 
 c) She learned she needs to 
 exercise 30 minutes every day.
 d) She learned she thrives 
 when she is discipled and 
 held accountable.

3. What type of 
bear do people in 
Romania dress as? 
 a) black bears
 b) brown bears
 c) polar bears
 d) grizzly bears

Answers
on page 5
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wheat, and sunfl owers. But now 
there are many factories and 

Plăcintă is a pastry usually filled
w

ith
apples

orcheese.

Romania is located on Europe’s Balkan peninsula.

Bran Castle lies on top of 
cliffs in Bran, Romania.
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4. Which language
is not in the 
Romance family?
 a) French
 b) Romanian
 c) German
 d) Italian

5. Why do you think Romania’s 
dancing bear festival no longer 
has live bears on leashes?
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A six-year-old girl steps out of a car. A crowd shouts. Tiny 
Ruby Bridges walks into history. She is the first black student to 
enroll at an all-white elementary school in the American South.

That happened in 1960. Now William Frantz Elementary 
School in New Orleans, Louisiana, is a piece of history too. 
People added it to the Louisiana Civil Rights Trail. The trail 

marks places where people gathered to make life safer and 
fairer for black people.

Ruby’s school fits right in. “She walked these stairs 
and . . . changed the course of history,” says school 

Principal Jasmine Graves Black-Clemons. “We are 
grateful for her sacrifice.”

Looking for a good stone to skip across 
a lake? Don’t just hunt for a flat, light one.

Ryan Palmer is a mathematician in 
Bristol, England. He studied how shape and 
mass affect an object that hits water. 
Mass is how much an object reacts to 
speed and force. 

He learned that a slightly heavier rock 
has a “super elastic response.” The rock 
sinks farther into the water because it 
weighs more. Longer contact with water 
increases pressure and force on the rock. 
The rock lifts higher 
out of the water. 

It turns out 
that heavier 
rocks with a 
bit of a curve 
skim better 
and bounce 
higher!

The Best Skipper

Quitting Cold Türkiye

Ruby’s School

Need to make a geography pun? 
Look no further than Turkey. “I’m 
Hungary for Turkey!” “Turkey 
slipped in Greece and fell and 
broke the China!” Who doesn’t 
love a good Turkey joke?

Turkey. That’s who.
Last spring, Turkish Foreign 

Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu sent a 
letter to the United Nations. He made a 
request: Call his country Türkiye, not Turkey. 

Turkish people have called their nation “Türkiye” since 
1923. (To pronounce this, just imagine you’re super excited 
for Thanksgiving dinner. “Turkey-YAY!”)

Officials at the U.S. State Department finally agreed to 
Türkiye’s preference. New official U.S. documents will use 
Türkiye. But officials say the pronunciation will not change.
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Can you skip 
a rock?

Ruby’s brother 
Carl (right) and 

Louisiana 
Lieutenant 

Governor Billy 
Nungesser 

admire a new 
marker outside 

the school. 

These stones are from Lake Superior.
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Twinkle, Twinkle 
Fading Stars

Artifi cial lighting is making the night sky 
about 10 percent brighter each year. 

Here’s why. Cities expand. More man-made 
lights go up. The night sky grows brighter with 
artifi cial light. Stars look dimmer.

A new study gives this example: A child is 
born on a clear night. You can see 250 stars. 
Look again when the child turns 18. By then, 
only 100 stars are visible.

Light pollution happens when 
unnecessary use of light blocks the 
night sky. Streetlights and porch 
lights that shine downward instead 
of all around can help.

Man-made lights 
cause the stars to 

look dimmer.

In California, the ocean raged. Rain pounded. 
Hurricane-force winds beat the land. Rocks and 
mud slid into roads. Deep snow piled up in the hills. 
Houses were damaged.

Does such a mess have a silver lining?
It does. California has suffered drought—too 

little rain—for years. People built containers to 
catch water. This winter, their work paid off. 
Cisterns, wells, and underground basins caught 
water from storms. 

Los Angeles County has 88 cities and 10 
million people. It collected enough stormwater to 
supply about 800,000 people for a year. It’s not 
enough to fi x the problem fully. But it surely helps!

What a Tooth!

Catch That Water!

Nine-year-old Molly Sampson opens her 
eyes wide. She pulls a fi ve-inch tooth from the 
waters of the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. 
Could it have belonged to a giant shark that 
roved these waters in the ancient past?

Molly got chest waders and a fossil sifter for 
Christmas. She had a mission: Find a megalodon 
tooth. Megalodons (nicknamed “megs”) are extinct. 
They could not swallow prey whole. Instead, God 
gave them sharp teeth to tear their food.

Molly carried her treasured tooth to a museum. 
Staff there said she had found the real thing—the tooth 
of a semi-truck-sized meg!
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More NEWS 
SHORTS online every day at 
kids.wng.org

Molly found 
a fi ve-inch 

tooth!

Chest waders 
kept her warm in 
the cold water.

She used 
a fossil 
sifter.

The county is working 
on a plan to capture and 

use water runoff from 
the Los Angeles River.
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Answers
on page 5
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Ready for spring? Each of the spring symbols below 
has a different numeric value. (The top four are between 
1 and 4. The bottom four are between 1 and 5.) To fi nd the 
answers, work out the totals for the blank horizontal and 
vertical lines. Fill in the boxes with the correct numbers.

= 10

= ___

= 11

= ___

= ___ = 12 = ___ = 6

= 12

= ___

= ___

= ___

= 13 = ___ = ___ = 8
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